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Alumni Resources Center:
by Kay Blue
All of us live in our own flight
patterns. We circle looking for places
to land-in the right job, in the right
community, with the right person .
Good ways and reasons to give of
ourselves are among the places we
seek most. Wright State University
now has approximately 35,000 alumni. That's 35,000 graduates, orbiting
in a multitude of living patterns,
looking for ways to make a difference.
The
Alumni
Association
is
receiving signals to expand the ways
in which Wright State graduates can
get-and stay-involved with the university. In response, the Office of
Alumni Relations, under the direction
of the Wright State University Alumni
Association Board of Directors, is
launching the Alumni Resources
Center (ARC). The Center is a
demanding but meaningful runway for
volunteer landings.
ARC is designed to encompass
the diverse interests and talents of
WSU alumni. The Center is being
organized around four core areas of
volu nteerism:
'Y Student Career Consultancy
'Y Legislative Networking
'Y Admissions/Recruitment
'Y Programs

Interested alumni should call the
Office of Alumni Relations or send in
the form on page 11. After indicating
an interest in volunteering for one or
more of ARC's programs, alumni will
be put on a special communications
list for that particular program area .
CAREER CONSULTANCY
Career decisions are among the
toughest facing today's students.
Alumni volunteers have the experiences that can help students agonizing over their career choices. As this
program area develops, we foresee it
operating on several levels.
The initial program will be a
directory listing of alumni volunteers
willing to make themselves available
for telephone conversations with current Wright State students. Alumni
can share information about their
career fields such as the advantages
and pitfalls, tips learned along the
way, and prospects for the future.
The Student Career Consultancy
can be expanded in many directions.
Alumni volunteers can plan career
days for the university students as a
whole or by college and department.
Alumni may choose to become mentors, allowing students to learn firsthand about their workplaces.
This area of alumni activity is
Continued on next page

Attention!
Calling alumni volunteers for recruitment/admissions
The Wright State Offices of Alumni Affairs and Admissions cordially
invite alumni in the following cities to attend a breakfast workshop for
alumni interested in assisting with recruitment in their geographic areas.
The workshop will be presented by the WSU Admissions staff. Volunteers
v.:m receive information about contacting students, attending college day/
night programs, national college fairs, and following up with prospective
students who live in the volunteers' cities. Each volunteer will receive a
recruitment manual at the workshop.
Cincinnati
Columbus

Saturday, August 4
Saturday, August 11

Cleveland
Washington, D.C.

Saturday, August 18
Saturday, September 8

If interested in attending, please note your interest on the Send Us
Your News form or call the Alumni Affairs Office (513) 873-2620.

A beacon for alumni volunteers
career consulting, not employment
services. With assistance from the
Student Alumni Assembly, ARC will
offer training materials and sessions
for alumni consultants and students.
LEGISLATIVE NETWORKING
As a public university, Wright State
is heavily affected by Ohio legislative
issues and decision-making. Alumni
volunteers can be very effective in
their support of WSU by maintaining
their personal awareness and understanding of higher education issues in
the state. ARC will work closely with
the Government Relations off ice to
provide ongoing communications and
programs for legislative networking
volunteers.
Alumni participants will receive
mailings about key issues under consideration by lawmakers. They will
also be invited to discuss issues with
legislators at on-campus meetings.
The network of alumni volunteers
should also be ready to politically
mobilize when called upon by the
Government Relations office.
ADMISSIONS/RECRUITMENT
A university's prestige is measured
in large part by the quality of students
it enrolls and ultimately graduates.
Alumni volunteers can serve both
Wright State and families searching
for a quality institution of higher education. By providing information about
WSU and encouragement to prospective students, alumni volunteers will
help Wright State attract serious,
capable students; at the same time,
they will help people discover the
benefits of a Wright State educational
experience and degree.
The Alumni Association and the
Admissions Office sponsor joint alumni/admissions receptions in locations
across the state. Volunteers can help
the effort to expand both the number
of programs and their locations. As
the Admissions Office expands its
recruiting efforts, an alumni volunteer
corps will be called upon to participate in high school visitations and
college day/night programs.
PROGRAMS
The Alumni Association has many
traditional programs which would be
enriched by more volunteer alumni
involvement. Alumni sports fans have
enjoyed Reds Weekends, Bengals

Weekends, and Golf Outings. Alumni
of the College of Engineering and
Computer Science look forward to
the annual Mexican Fiesta. Beer and
wine tasting parties are popular
opportunities to enjoy meeting and
becoming reacquainted with other
alumni.
Association
Alumni
our
As
continues to expand and represent
diverse interest groups, we will also
need volunteers to develop new programs and events. In an effort to
move toward a service orientation,
the program volunteers will also be
involved in activities that can generate more funds for scholarships and
charitable donations.
On page 11, you will find a Send
Us Your News card. Please become
a volunteer by indicating your interest
on the form and returning it to the
Alumni Relations Office. We will use
your information to plan ARC alumni
meetings in various cities this coming
fall. Send us your signal and let ARC
guide you to a rewarding volunteer
experience.T

35,000 Wright State
University alumni
.. .looking for ways
to make a
difference.

Letter from the Association President
What does Wright State
mean to you today? Maybe
fond memories of your favorite
professor? The Rathskeller?
Achilles's Hill? New construction? Raider Roundball?
Wright State means much,
much more. The education you
received at Wright State was a
solid foundation for your future
successes. The friends you
made may still be among your
best. The world you live in is
affected by the advances in
research and technology being
made at Wright State.
Wright State made and is
making a real difference in your
life. And it's making a difference in the lives of each new
generation of students.
Today's students deserve
the same opportunities that you
received. Alumni have always
played a leading role in the success of any university and your
participation is highly valued
and greatly needed.

If you have questions,
concerns, or suggestions related to Wright State or our Alumni
Association, I invite you to contact any of us on the Alumni
Board of Directors or the Office
of Alumni Relations. I especially
urge you to take advantage of
the many volunteer opportunities available through the new
Alumni Resource Center. it will
only be successful with your
active involvement.
Wright State University still
means a lot to me-and I know
it means a lot to you. Let's work
together for a stronger Alumni
Association and university.
Personal regards,

~-,......,_
Douglas Boyd
President
WSU Alumni Association
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WSU Computer Science sets the pace

The next generation of computers will rely on beams of light instead of
wires to process large amounts of information very quickly. The
Department of Computer Science's optical computing laboratory is at the

The only Ph.D.
program in Ohio
which includes both
computer science
and engineering ...
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leading edge of this exciting and evolving technology. Dr. Alastair
McAulay, Department chair, and Paul Danset, student, are shown
working in the Optics Laboratory.

Computers have accelerated the
pace of our world: how we handle our
finances, how quickly we learn about
the world, the volume of information
we can draw on. Most of us are content just learning how to adjust to the
contributions computers make to our
daily lives. How it all works is a
mystery to us.
But "how it works" is no mystery to
the Wright State Computer Science
and Engineering Department. The
department thrives and excels working at the heart of the sophisticated
technologies,
languages,
and
equipment of computers in the 90s.
Computer technologies continue to
advance
and
develop
rapidly.
Keeping up with new .developments is
difficult; being at the forefront is a
major accomplishment, one the
Wright State Computer Science and
Engineering
Department
has
achieved. The department is rapidly
gaining recognition for its innovations
and front-runner position in this
competitive field.

The department offers the only
Ph.D. program in the state which
includes both computer science and
engineering and offers the only Ph.D.
program for computer science and
engineering in the Dayton/Cincinnati
area. It is also the only accredited
computer science department in the
Ohio State University system.
One indication of the department's
success and growing recognition is
the steadily increasing numbers of
contracts and grants from government agencies and industry. The dramatic increase in external funds
awarded the department since 1986
is illustrated in the chart on the next
page. These funds have been essential to the department's growth and
success. External funds help support
twenty-two graduate research assistants as well as the equipment and
support for research and laboratories
in computer architecture, artificial
intelligence, software systems, natural language, optical computing,
vision, and robotics.

The continuing challenge for the
department is maintaining and
enhancing its competitive edge in this
fast-changing, high technology environment. State-of-the-art equipment
is essential. Equally important are
faculty and an up-to-date curriculum.
The department's reputation for
excellence has allowed it to attract
and successfully recruit faculty from
some of the best computer programs
across the country. Nine new faculty
from a variety of prestigious universities recently joined the department,
adding their expertise and research
interests to the opportunities available
for students.
Department chair Alastair McAulay
and the faculty create and refine academic programs to ensure their excellence in computer science and
engineering. The positive student
evaluations of teaching and courses
is a measure of their success.
The undergraduate program was
recently revised, separating the
major's sequence and using senior
faculty. The basic data structures
course now uses C++, an objectoriented computer language which
for
students
prepares
better
advanced courses.

New graduate courses have been
introduced in neural networks, VLSI
(Very Large Scale Integration), optical
computing, hardware description, languages, and formal software design.
With the addition of the Ph.D. program, graduate admissions use more
stringent standards.
Recognizing that importance of
computers to the economic health of
the Miami Valley, the department has
a commitment to service, part of the
mission of a metropolitan university. It
offers a range of service courses for
other departments in the university as
well as for non-degree students. To
meet the needs of the community,
there are many short courses on
expert systems, neural networks, natural language, software evaluations,
Ada, and C++.
The offices of the Computer
Science & Engineering department
are in 488 Fawcett Hall and in the
WSU Research Center on Research
Boulevard in Kettering. Brochures are
available about the department, colloquium series, research activities, and
educational programs. For more information, call the department at (513)
873-2491 or the Research Center at
(513) 259-1383 ...

The department's
. . .
success 1n w1nn1ng
increasing numbers
of contracts and
grants from
government and
industry is one
indication of its
success.

The Dramatic Growth in Research Contracts

200,000 ..__ _ _ _..,.
100, 000 ........

FY 87/88

FY 88/89
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Carne receives first Social Work Alumni
Marlene Carne (left) on the
job at Miami Valley Hospital
with a senior volunteer,
Verdis Katherine Tunstall.
They are working with an
emergency medical information project, Vials of Life. The
vials are soda bottles before
they are blown into shape
and contain forms for seniors
to fill out about their health
history. A sticker is affixed to
an outside window of each
senior citizen's house so that
a medical emergency crew
would know to look for the
vial in the refrigerator.

"With a social work degree, you
can move into a lot of arenas ." The
career of Marlene Carne, ACSW,
LISW, (B.A. '72), Program Manager
of Miami Valley Hospital's SeniorCare
Club, exemplifies her own words .
Marlene works in multiple arenas
as a professional, a citizen, a volunteer, and a family person. Marshall
Rose, chair of the Social Work Alumni
Committee, notes that Marlene was
chosen for the first Social Work
Alumni Achievement Award because,
"She exhibits professional integrity in
the social work profession, and is a
credit to the department of social
work and the university. She is also
deeply entrenched in the community
and committed to volunteer service."
Marlene was presented with the
award on May 24 at the Social Work
Student and Alumni Awards Banquet.
It took Marlene eleven years to earn
her bachelors degree . She was one
of the pioneering non- traditional stu dents who started school at the age
of twenty-nine. She had three children by that time and gave birth to
, her fourth child during her student
. years. A state supported university in
her home town was her "golden
opportunity." She notes that, "Had
Wright State not been there, I
wouldn't have been in school."
Marlene has grown professionally
as Wright State has grown as a university. She started her Wright State
career when its classes were still
being held at Nettie Lee Roth High
School. She was among the first students to attend class in Allyn Hall.
Marlene's interest in social work
began when she developed a paying
job out of a volunteer position as a
youth programmer for the Jewish
Center. She worked evenings and
weekends, times when her husband
was home to care for the children.
The director of the Jewish Center
encouraged her to pursue social work
as a career.
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INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
"Tremendous support" from the
social work department helped her
realize her dream. Marlene's social
work degree was her ticket to employment. Her intern placement at the
Montgomery County Board of Mental
Retardation
and
Developmental
Disabilities turned into her first job as
a school social worker. Marlene
speaks highly of the intern program.
"There is nothing more valuable in
learning about a career than working
in a job," she says.
After eleven years in school social
work and a master's degree, Marlene
moved into a new arena, hospital
social work. While she earned her
master's degree at another institution,
Marlene continued to make Wright
State a crucial part of her educational
development and resources during
her studies.
On weekends , she and her student
husband would pack lunches and
"hole up" at Wright State's library.
She recalls fondly , "I always found
what I needed at that library."
Accompanying his parents , her
youngest son was proficient in using
WSU's library system before he was
out of elementary school.

Marlene began her affiliation with
the Miami Valley Hospital as a social
worker in the psychiatric unit. In keeping with her commitment to internships she supervised social work
interns. When the hospital inaugurated the SeniorCare Club; Carne was
asked to serve as the Program
Manager.
SENIORCARE CLUB
As program manager, Marlene
oversees a number of programs to
serve senior citizens. She points out
that the fastest growing segment of
our population is people over the age
of 85 .
The SeniorCare Club currently has
12,000 members and utilizes 31
active volunteers. It offers a variety of
special services for older adults and
their families including an assessment and geriatric evaluation program , a respite day care center,
SeniorCare Club, an emergency
response system, medical claims
assistance, and an information and
referral network.
POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT
Marlene is heavily involved in the
social and political elements of senior
citizens and their families. She

Achievement Award
specializes
in
the
needs
of
caregivers. She is especially concerned about the caregivers called
the "sandwich generation."
These are the people caught
between the demographic phenomena of living longer and delayed childbearing . They find themselves caring
for older parents and young children
at the same time. Many are torn
between the responsibilities of their
jobs and the needs of highly dependent family members.
As a member of a county task
force on aging, Marlene is involved in
a study of how caregiver's responsibilities impact the workplace . She
also prepares seminars and programs on "Caring for the Caregiver."
She stays politically involved in
senior citizen issues. At the moment,
long-term care legislation is of great
concern to her and the SeniorCare
Club members. Marlene holds informational sessions, prepares sample
letters for club members , and provides them with analyses of the
issues and legislators' addresses.

Burnout is a common phenomenon
for social workers. Marlene handles
her stress with swimming and an
exercise program. Again, she points
to WSU and its Total Fitness Lifestyle
(TFL) program. It gives her information and activities to stay professionally and personally healthy.
ALUMNI INVOLVEMENT

Marlene is a promoter of alumni
involvement. As an alumna, she
wants to help bring social work alumni back to WSU as a support group
for the social work department.
She also feels that an active
alumni group could help expand the
important internship program. S~e
recognizes that successful social
workers in the field are important to
the development of her profession.
"If the students see an active
alumni group, it really motivates
them," she says.
Marlene Carne's story is a lesson
in motivation. She is proof that tenacity and caring lead to success and
achievement. T

Carne is proof that
tenacity and caring
lead to success
and achievement.

John Talbott wins Alumni Teaching
Excellence Award for second time
Since
1975,
the
Alumni
Dr. Talbott at the June 9 WSU
Association has been dedicated to
Commencement ceremony.
promoting excellence in teaching by
"The Board of Directors is most
recognizing
outstanding
faculty
pleased to honor John Talbott. He
members. From Allen D.
continues to demonstrate
Jones, our first honoree,
in the classroom the kind
to last year's winner,
of instruction, leadership,
William A. Feld, the
and motivation that repreAssociation has recogsent the very best in
nized 51 faculty with the
teaching
skills."
said
Teaching
Excellence
Boyd. "Although we honor
Award.
Talbott in this way, he, in
Selected by a volunteer
fact, honors us with his
alumni committee after
skill and determination to
being nominated by a forbe the very best."
mer student, Dr. John
John Talbott received
John Talbott
Talbott,
professor
of
a
Certificate
of
Accountancy, has won the
Achievement
at
a
postaward for a second time. Talbott was
Commencement luncheon attended
first given the award in 1980; it is
by Doug Boyd, other members of the
obvious that he continues to comAssociation Board, and the Teaching
mand the respect and admiration of
Excellence Award selection commitboth his current and former students.
tee, chaired by Karen Wolf. Others
present were President Mulhollan,
Doug Boyd, President of the
Vice President Hathaway, Dean
Association presented the award to
Goulet, and invited guests. 'Y

... his skill and
determination
to be
the very best.
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Early childhood
educator wins
teaching award
A delight to behold ... Papiermache air balloons, buckets of building blocks, colorful mobiles, sand,
and a second story office for small
executives.
This is the setting created by
Diane Billman ('83, M.Ed. Early
Childhood) for her kindergarten class
at Nicholas Elementary School in
Moraine, Ohio. This creativity is one
reason that Diane received one of ten
1990 Dayton/Montgomery County
Excellence in Teaching Awards.
The other reasons become evident
watching Diane teach. Her students
circle round her to start the daily routine of counting school days, citing
the weekday, reporting the day's
weather, and singing songs. Then
they spring into action, grabbing their
work mats, small cups, and counting
beans to begin a lively number activity. The pace matches the activity level of the five-year-old children. They
like being where they are. Diane fills
their days with a zest for learning.
People who work with Diane on a
daily basis know that her recent
award is one that she achieved
through perserverance, total involvement in the classroom, and a respect
for her students. Principal Doug Roby
says "Diane is an outstanding educator. Those who know her witness her
day to day sincerity and dedication.
We are very fortunate to have her at
Nicholas Elementary School."
Asked about the role her Master's
Degree from Wright State's College
of Education and Human Services
has played in her professional development, Diane is quick to say,
"Wright State professors reinforced
my belief in the developmentally
appropriate philosophy."
This philosophy is revealed in
every corner of her classroom. The
areas are designed for children, not
adults. There are no rows of desks
nor stacks of worksheets. Learning is
hands-on. Touch, taste, smell, see,
hear-experience. Diane Billman's
classroom. What a wonderful place to
begin!'Y
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Diane Billman ('83, M.Ed. Early Childhood) was the recipient of one of ten
1990 Dayton-Montgomery County Excellence in Teaching Awards. The photo
above shows Diane in the classroom at Nicholas Elementary School.

Defaulted student loan payoff program
In February, U.S. Secretary of Education Lauro F. Cavazos announced a
special six-month grace period that will allow borrowers currently in default
to pay off their federally-guaranteed student loans without penalty. The program is authorized by provisions of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1989, as amended.
Under the student loan payoff program, which began on March 1, 1990,
borrowers who have defaulted on federally-guaranteed student loans may
contact the guarantee agency holding the loan and arrange to repay the loan
in full before August 31, 1990.
Payment in full of principal and interest due on defaulted loans will save
these borrowers the cost of penalties, administrative charges, and collection
fees-costs that can total up to 35 percent of the debt.
Consumer credit reporting agencies will receive notice that a loan has
been paid in full.This is a one-time opportunity for borrowers to satisfy the
legal obligation of their defaulted student loans. Approximately 2.5 million
borrowers are currently in default on $6.8 billion in student loans.

This math teacher counts
"It's been an incredible year!"
That's what Dianne Olix ('79,
M.Ed.) says about a year of recognition. In September, Dianne won a
Presidential Award for Excellence in
Mathematics Teaching. That award
has been followed by a flood of
requests to attend meetings, consult,
and travel. She has been selected to
the Board of Directors of the Ohio
Council for the
Teachers of
She
Mathematics
(O.C.T.M.).
received the 1989 O.C.T.M. State
Award for Exemplary Mathematics
Teaching.
Most
recently,
Dianne
was
honored by her home community,
Kettering, when she was named the
1989 Citizen of the Year by the
Kettering Kiwanis, a very special recognition for her as it came from "people I know."
The people who know Dianne
know a gifted, creative teacher.
Dianne's commitment to teaching
mathematics started early. Her

Geometric models and artwork make Dianne
Olix's classroom a three-dimensional illustration of her message to students:
"Mathematics is useful, fun, important, vital,
and in your future."

interest was a product of the Sputnik
era's emphasis on math and science
education. She decided upon her
career as an eighth grade student in
an Algebra I class. Her inspiration
was her Harding High School math
teacher, Kenneth Babb, in Fairport
Harbor, Ohio.
Now a twenty-one year veteran
teacher, she inspires math students
at Fairmont High School in a new
age of technological culture. Her
classroom environment reflects the
lively and popular interest in things
mathematical and technical.
Students who walk into Ms. Olix's
classroom encounter a carnival of
mathematical fine art. Photograph
collages of student math projects
cover the walls. Colorful hand-made
geometric shapes grace shelves.
Mathematics in the world around us
comes alive.
Dianne received her Master's
in
Curriculum
and
Degree
Supervision from Wright State's
College of Education and Human
Services. She says, "It was through
my master's program at WSU that I
learned that the skill of teaching the
content of mathematics had to blend
with the art of teaching young people
about mathematics."
She is still very much a presence
on Wright State's campus in her
effort to assist in the professional
development of area teachers. She is
currently working on a graphing cal~
culator workshop to be held at Wright
State. The workshop is being supported by the WSU Department of
Math and Statistics, the WSU Area
Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
and the Dayton-Montgomery County
Mathematics Collaborative. She is
also planning to develop a course in
training teachers to teach math
outdoors.
Professional development is also
something that she has targeted in
the use of the $7,500 grant that was
part of her Presidential Excellence
award. She has used some of the
grant money to send colleagues to
math conferences and workshops.
She is also using the funds to support a release time visitation project
enabling math teachers to learn by
visiting each other's classrooms.
It has been an incredible year, but
then, Dianne Olix is an incredible
teacher.'Y

It was through my
master's program at
WSU that I learned
that the skill of
teaching the content
of mathematics had
to blend with the art
of teaching young
people about
mathematics.
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Student Alumni
Assembly reports
on cont ere nee
Student Alumni Assembly (SAA)
representatives
Mazen
Beetar,
Cheryl Imel, and Jennifer Miller
attended the District V SAA/SF
Regional
Conference
at
Ohio
University in Athens, Ohio, the weekend of April 20-22.
The
representatives
attended
workshops and seminars about programs and issues surrounding student alumni organizations. Mazen
Beetar served on two committeesone to choose the SAA/SF adviser of
the year and another to help set a
District V alcohol policy with regard to
alcohol
service
at
District
V
conferences.
The SAA also participated in the
May Daze festivities held on May 4.
They sold nachos in SAA cups. 'Y

s~~"'h:
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Nochos-lf\:°'- -Cup
The SAA Regional Conference delegates
(left to right) Mazen Beetar, Jennifer Miller,
and Cheryl Imel.

The Student Alumni Assembly also participated in the Maze Daze festivities held on May
4. Lily Savage, Jeff McAllister (sitting) and
Steve Mehaffie sold nachos in SAA cups.

Phi Kappa Tau wins
first SAA Oozeball
tournament

Getting down and dirty. In May, some mud-loving Wright State University students played in_the
first Oozeball tournament hosted by the Student Alumni Association. The event was a fundra1ser
for The Other Place, a homeless shelter in Dayton.
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Ooze abounded on Saturday, May
19, for Wright State's first Oozeball
tournament. Oozeball is fast-paced
volleyball played on a mud court. The
tournament was hosted by the
Student Alumni Association as a
fundraising event. Thirteen teams
participated in this first-time event
representing student organizations,
housing units, and alumni.
The alumni team was captained
by Alumni Association secretary,
Bruce Rockwell ('79 B.S.B.; '81
M.B.A.). The team members were
Mark Smith ('82 M.A.), Mark Wysong
('79 B.S.), Erin Rockwell ('79
B.S.Ed.), Patty Maynard, John
Sheidler, WSU Staff, and Jack
Menke and John Mount, friends of
the alumni. The alumni team won
their first game and lost the second
to eventual champions Phi Kappa
Tau fraternity.
This event was organized as a
charitable fundraiser. This year's
donation was made to The Other
Place, a homeless shelter in
downtown Dayton. 'Y
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YES

NO

OTHER NEWS (FOR PUBLICATION) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ABOUT:

D ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP

D ALUMNI STUDENT CAREER COUNSULTING

D PROGRAMS

D NEW STUDENT ADMISSIONS/RECRUITING

D LEGISLATIVE ACTION NETWORK

D LOCAL ALUMNI CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT

D ALUMNI/ADMISSIONS TRAINING
D WSU PARENT ASSOCIATION
COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RETURN TO:

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF ALUMNI RELATIONS
ALUMNI/FOUNDATION BUILDING
DAYTON, OH 45435
(513) 873-2620

Fifth annual ConDel
Communication
Conference presented
The communication department at
Wright State University presented its
fifth annual ConDel Communication
Conference, May 16 and 17, in
WSU's University Center.
year's
this
of
theme
The
conference was "Back to Basics for
Real World Success" and included
panel discussions, career booths and
speakers presenting current communication topics. Exhibitors displayed
state-of-the-art equipment and technology currently being used in many
area businesses. Local professionals
also were present to answer questions concerning the area's job market and the potential opportunities
available in the communication field.
Highlighting the conference was
the student alumni banquet, held at
the Holiday Inn on Friday, May 18.T
Bruce Rockwell ('79 B.S.B.; '81 M.B.A), Secretary to the Board of
Directors for the Alumni Association and Captain of the Rowdie
Raiders Alumni Oozeball Team, prepares for another power serve at
the May tournament.
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A 1982 photo of the
Dig site at Pollock
Works, Trench B.
Left to right: Fred
Reiniger, Dave
McDowell (B.A.
Anthropology '88) ,
and Bonnie
Williams (B.A.
Anthropology '84).

Uncovering the past in the great outdoors

WSU anthropology
Field School
students conduct
original
archaeological
research focusing
on the Hopewell
Indian Mound
Builders.

Summer school and research
usually conjure up images of long hot
days in classrooms and libraries staring out at the sun and green trees.
But not always. Imagine another picture of spending the summer in Indian
Mound Park located in Greene
County, Ohio.
That's where Professor Robert
Riordan and his Wright State
Anthropology Field School students
will be conducting original archaeological research focusing on the
Hopewell Indian Mound Builders.
Since 1981, Riordan and his
students have spent ten weeks each
summer excavating the site-digging
trenches, sifting through the soil, and
then measuring, recording, and analyzing
the
profiles
of
the
earthenworks.
The research site is a ceremonial
area
known
as
the
Pollock
Earthworks with a ri.ng of walls once
about ten feet high. It is independent
of the burial mound namesake for the
park. About fifteen similar sites exist
in Southwest Ohio.
Radiocarbon dating suggests that
the Pollock Works is from the
Hopewell culture, a civilization named
for the first significant find of its
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artifacts at Hopewell in Ross County.
The Hopewell Indian Culture existed
from approximately 500 B.C. to 800
A .. D. ; Hopewell towns were located
along
the
Scioto
River near
Chillicothe , but their trade networks
were extensive. Hopewell sites have
turned up sea shells, obsidian from
the Obsidian Mountain in Yellowstone
Park in Wyoming, and mica from the
Carolinas.
It was once thought that the walls
of the Pollock Works were forts, but
now the consensus is that ceremonial
activities were conducted within the
walls by the Hopewell Indians.
Radiocarbon dating indicates that
they were built around 50 to 150 A.O.
NO PREREQUISITES

The results of the archeology
students' discoveries each summer
are analyzed and compared with past
findings. The class has no prerequisites and meets five days a week
from June 16 through August 16, 9:00
am to 3 :30 pm. Visitors to the park
are invited to observe the dig at any
time. A special visitor information day
and open site is planned for early
August. For more information about
the Field School, call Dr. Riordan at
(513) 873-2667.'Y

WSU Alumni Association
presents the

Green & Gold Challenge Polo Match
Sunday, September 16, 1990-2 pm
Three miles south of Bellbrook
at Waynesville 8c Sears

The Alumni Association promises a sporting afternoon with a touch of
champagne elegance. Grills and cookout facilities will be available for tailgating.
Plan to come and join a champagne toast to this first WSU Alumni Polo event.
Tickets $2.00 each, available in advance or at the Match.
For more information, call Mary Anne Ryan at 865-8065.

Nomination for Outstanding Alumni Achievement Award

Name of Nominee

Degree/Vear

Home Address

City, State

Business, Institution, or Organization Address

Title

Zip Code

Honor, award, distinction, professional and/or voluntary societies:

Additional Information:

Today's Date

Home Address

Submitted by

Daytime Telephone Number

City, State

Degree/Vear

Zip Code

Please mail completed form to: Office of Alumni Relations, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45435
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Dreams Coming True
by Kay Blue

... watch for the
October issue
for news
of a Parents
Association,
a new constituency
of the WSU
Alumni Association.

Pride and excitement.
Those are the feelings that first
come to mind when the Stump family
members describe the emotions they
feel about Jay starting college at
Wright State in the fall. Jerry Stump
('75 B.S.B.), a member and past
president of the Alumni Association
Board of Directors, and his wife,
Maribeth,
are
already
heavily
involved with Wright State campus
events and programs. With Jay's
decision to attend WSU, they are
looking forward to becoming even
more active in their new role as
Wright State parents.
Both parents and son are looking
at college entrance with some mixed
feelings-acknowledging that some
things will change. Jay visited other
campuses, but adds, "This is the only
place I applied." He didn't feel ready
to leave the Dayton area. Attending
Wright State gives him the opportunity to explore college life while keeping close home ties, too. Both he and
his parents see Wright State's campus housing as another option for
next year to help Jay make the transition between home and being on
his own.
A graduate from Fairmont High
School in Kettering, Jay is interested
in majoring in electrical engineering.
That was another reason Wright
State was his choice.
His father points out, "A degree in
engineering from WSU will really
mean something." Both father and

son are looking forward to the
construction of the new Engineering
Building.
The family members are, like other
parents sending sons and daughters
off to college for the first time, mulling
over their concerns about this milestone in their lives. Jay is looking forward to the freedom he will have as a
college student, but is also worried
about the financial investment that is
being made in his performance. Mom
and Dad are a little worried about
that, too .
There will be changes in their
parental status given Jay's new status as a college student. For Maribeth
it will be an interesting comparison.
She and Jerry were already married
during his student years at Wright
State. She's wondering how Jay's
study habits will compare to Jerry's.
As an active alumnus, watching
Wright State grow has been a "dr.e?m
come true" for Jerry. He can env1s1on
all the opportunities there are for parents to get involved in the comprehensive campus that WSU has
become while remaining
small
enough to have a strong sense of
community.
For the Stump family, Jay beginning his freshman year at Wright
State, is another dream come true.
Wright State is looking forward to
Jay's arrival and that of many more
second generation Wright State
students. 'Y

Jerry and Maribeth Stump with their son, Jay, in the Wright State University Bookstore.
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Fleece crewneck sweatshirt (9 ounces). 50/50 cotton polyester blend.
s- xi. $22.95 Available in gold and kelly.
Heavyweight crewneck sweatshirt (9 ounces). 50/50 cotton polyester
blend. s - xi. $22.95 xxl $25.95 Available in white and grey.
Anorak nylon pullover with drawstring waist.
s - xi. $19.95. Available in green only.
Reverse weave crewneck sweatshirt. 95/5 cotton polyester blend.
Embroidered and appliqued W' on chest. m -xi $44.95 xxl $47.95.
Embroidered golf shirt. 60/40 cotton polyester blend.
s- xi $29.95 xxl $31.95. Available in white only.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PLEASE SHIP TO: (PLEASE PRINT)

ORDER FORM
QTY.

ITEM NO.

DESCRIPTION

COLOR

PRICE

SIZE

TOTAL
PRICE

NAME - - - - - - - - - - - - - ADDRESS-------------

(NO P.O. BOXES)

CITY - - - - - - - - - STATE _ __
GRADUATION YEAR

ZIP

PHONE (DAY)~-~--------
DUES
PAYING
ALUMNI
LESS20%

SHIPPING & HANDLING
Please add the following to
merchandise total:
Up to $10.00-Add $2.50
$10.01-$20.00-Add $3.00
$20.01-$30.00-Add $3.50

I

Montgomery County Residents Add 6 Y2%
Other Dayton Residents Add 6%
Other Ohio Residents Add 5'h%

$30.01 and up-Add $4.00

ALLOW 3 TO 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
WSU Bookstore
Mail this
order form to: University Center
Dayton, OH 45435

l

SUBTOTAL

(NIGHT)~-~--------
PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

SALES
TAX

D MASTERCARD D VISA

SHIPPING

CARD No.

TOTAL

(REQUIRED FOR CHARGE PURCHASES)

EXP. DATE _ _ _ __

I I I I I I I I I I I

SIGNATURE - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Wright State University Bookstore appreciates the support
you've given us. We're here for all alumni, students and
friends. if you don't find an item you 're looking for, please give
us a call.
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1990 wsu
spring sports
wrap up

All Sports Banquet:
Andy Winchek (B.A.
Political Science '69)
alumni association
athletic committee
facilitator, with Frank
Lickliter and Chris
Hawker with their
plaques, and Doug
Boyd (B.S.Ed.
Secondary Education
'71 ), Association
President.

The Athletic Department's AllSports banquet was held May 20 at
the 1-675 Holiday Inn. Athlete-ofthe-Year Awards were presented by
Jim Dock representing the Alumni
Association. This year's recipients
were golf's Frank Lickliter and soccer
and softball standout Chris Hawker.
The Athletic Council Award for academic excellence went to cross country's Lindie Keaton and basketball's
Rob Geistwhite. Volleyball's Linda
Schoenstedt was named Wright
State Coach-of-the-Year.
ALL-STAR COMPLETES DEGREE
Former Raider Rondey Robinson
completed work for his B.A. degree in
communication this spring. Wright
State's single-season rebounding
leader was an aide to Coach
Underhill this year after completing
his eligibility in 1988-89.

Former Raider
Rondey Robinson
(B.A. Communication
'90) taking it to the
hoop. In February,
he was selected as
one of the members
of the 11-man
favorite Raider
basketball team.

TEAM HEADS FOR EUROPE
Returning basketball players will
tour Europe late this summer for a
series of exhibition games. Much of
the trip will be spent in Italy.
SEASON TICKETS ON SALE
Season tickets are currently on
sale for the 1990-91 season in the
new Ervin J. Nutter Center. For more
information, call Mike Cusack at 8732771. 'Y

All-time Raider hoopsters announced
A season-long vote by fans for
their all-time favorite Raider basketballers culminated when an 11-man
team was announced on February
28. The ceremony took place at halftime of the last game played in the
Physical Education building.

Bob Grote (1973-76) A WSU Hall
of Farner and the first basketball AllAmerican.

Mark Vest (1984-86) Second on
career scoring list with 1,559 points
and a 1986 first team All-American.

Bob Schaefer (1976-79) The only
three-time MVP and the all-time
leading scorer with 1,634 points.

Lenny Lyons (1985-87)
career assist record.

Following are the players honored
for their outstanding play as Raider
Hoopsters, listed in chronological
order of their individual playing
careers:

Eddie Crowe (1978-81) Started
every game of his four-year career at
point guard.
Rodney Benson (1980-81) A first
team All·-American in 1981.

Rondey
Robinson (1988-89)
Holds WSU single-season rebounding records.

Lyle Falknor (1973-76) Third on
the all-time scoring list with 1 ,418
points.

Gary Monroe (1982-83) Most
Valuable Player of Wright State's
national championship team in 1983.

Dave Dinn (1987-current) The
only active Raider on the team, he is
second in career blocked shots. 'Y
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Holds

Joe Jackson (1985-88) Two-time
leading scorer.

WSU alums receive Up & Comers Awards
by Kay Blue
Seven Wright State alumni were
among the 66 Dayton area business
and community leaders who received
the 1990 Up & Comers Awards. The
awards are co-sponsored by Price
Waterhouse and The Muse Machine
and are presented to individuals
under the age of 40 who have demonstrated excellence in their fields
and exhibited a high degree of community leadership. The selections are
made by a panel of 10 community
representatives.
Wright State alumni Up & Comers
include William D. Duncan (B.S.B.
'75) in the Accounting category. Mr.
Duncan is the president and chief
executive officer of Shafer, Stout &
Dayton-based
a
Inc.,
Duncan,
accounting firm and is also the treasurer of the Alumni Association Board.
Beverly E. Wall (B.A. '78) won the
award in the Advertising/Public
Relations category. She is the manager of public affairs for Viacom
Cablevision of Dayton, Inc. Brenda I.
Newberry (M .S. '87) won in the At-

Large category. She is community
involvement adviser for the Northwest
Priority Board-Dayton .
Two Wright State alumni were
chosen Up & Comers in the Military,
Civilian, And Federal Government
area. They are Karen L. Hickman
(B.A. '76), a personnel specialist for
the Air Force Logistics Command at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and
Capt. John Mc Cance (B.A. '82),
director of public affairs, 906th
Tactical Fighter Group, WrightPatterson AFB.
Chris Cartwright (B.S. Ed. '79), a
broker for GRI, Keyes Gateway, Inc.,
won in the Real Estate Category. In
the State and Local Government category, one of the awards went to Wright
Stater Dr. J. Lamar Johnson (Psy.
D.'83), director of psychological services, Dayton, Correctional Institution.
The Alumni Association will host a
luncheon for the Up & Comers on
campus, Thursday, July 16. The
luncheon is sponsored by President
Paige Mulhollan.T

Seven WSU alumni
were among 66
business and
community
Dayton leaders
who were
recognized in 1990.

Wright State announces women's head basketball coach;
Veteran mentor Terry Hall becomes third coach in program's history
Terry Hall
accepted the
position as the
new women's
head basketball coach at
Wright State
University in
April. The position became
open when Pat
Davis
announced in
Terry Hall
January that she
would resign effective at the end of
the season.
Hall is making a return to the
coaching profession following a
three-year hiatus. During that time
she ran her own basketball scouting
service and worked full-time as a
stockbroker in Lexington, Kentucky.
"Terry's successful experience
made her the best choice for the job,"
said WSU athletic director, Michael
Cusack. "She has a history of winning records in one of the toughest
conferences in the nation. The fact

that her success comes in this part of
the country will also help with
recruiting in the Midwest."
In fact, all three of her collegiate
head coaching stops have come in
the Bluegrass state. She spent seven
years at the University of Kentucky
from 1980-87 and compiled a 13866 record (.676). Hall led the
Wildcats to four NCAA tournament
berths in her seven years, and five of
her teams were ranked in the top
twenty. In 1982, Kentucky won the
Southeastern Conf ere nee championship and was runner-up in the midwest regional.
Prior to joining the Wildcats, Hall
was the first head coach at the
University of Louisville for five seasons from 1975-80 where her teams
were a combined 79-53 ( .598).
Her first break into the collegiate
ranks came in the 1974-75 campaign
as the interim head coach at Eastern
Kentucky University. Hall led the
Lady Colonels to a 14-6 mark in her
only season at the helm.

Hall's educational background
includes a B.S. degree in Physical
Education, Health and Recreation in
1966 from Indiana State University.
She later earned an M .S. degree in
Education/Physical Education from
Eastern Kentucky in 1975.
"We want to get the women's
basketball program moving back in
continued
direction,"
right
the
Cusack. "We had a good run of success for a number of years and now
we're looking for a return of that
enthusiasm for the fans and the
players."
Also, assistant coach Kay Aleshire
will not return for the 1990-91 campaign. Aleshire spent just one year at
Wright State under Davis. Hall will
have an opportunity to choose her
own full-time assistant coach . .
The Wright State women's basketball team has suffered through two
consecutive losing seasons, including
a 3-25 mark last year. The program
becomes a full member of the North
Star conference this fall after a oneyear stint as an associate member. T
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Total fitness lifestyle race breaks records
On the morning of Saturday, April
14, the WSU campus once again
became the site of the "Total Fitness
Lifestyle" five-mile race. This year's
event brought out a record number of
participants along with the Rowdy
Raider and the Easter Rabbit.

In the Women's Division, Laura
Schweitzer of Rising Sun, Indiana,
and a University of Dayton student
won for the second year in a row. She
finished with a time of 29:10. Michelle
Roper came in second with a time of
30 :51 .

This was the sixth running of the
event and the third year in which the
WSU Alumni Association was a
major sponsor. Diet Pepsi and The
Fitness Store were also sponsors of
this year's race.

RECORD-BREAKING DIVISION

Approximately
80
participants
turned out for the two-mile Fun Run
which was held just prior to the main
five-mile race. The Fun-Runners,
who came out to enjoy the day, and
were greeted at the finish line by the
Easter Rabbit and rewarded for their
special contributions to the annual
event day with an easter egg filled
with a gift.
In the main event, 334 individuals
finished out of the 447 entries.
Despite the rain and a cold front
which covered the campus on race
day, there was an unusually high
number of participants.
THE HEAD OF THE PACK

The winner of this year's race was
Gordon Sanders of Dayton. Sanders
is currently considered to be the best
road race winner in Ohio, and is competing very successfully at the
regional and national level also.
Sanders won the five-mile race with
a time of 24:31. Second in the Men's
Division was Kevin Rigg of Oxford,
Ohio with a time of 24:56.

Winning in the Wheelchair Division
was Rich Wagner from Columbus. He
wheeled the course in 27:08, breaking an existing course record for the
division. Second and third place finishers, C. Dexter Colvin and Keith
Cable, respectively,
also broke
course records. Eight wheelchair participants finished the course.
Dave Lee won in the Alumni
Division with a time of 26:26. Dave
also finished in fifth place overall.
Roxanne Edwards was the first
female alumna to close the line with a
time of 41 :03. A total of 26 alumni
completed the race.

Editor's Note. The following is a list
of Golf Outing sponsors up to press
time. Further sponsors will be listed
in the next issue.
\l

Holiday Inn 1-675
Conference Center

\l

Henry Jergens Contractor Inc.

\l

Xerox

\l

Merrill's Meats

\l

Wright-Patt Credit Union

\l

G.A. Campbell Insurance
Agency, Inc.

\l

Domicone Printing Services

\l

DAS. Illinois Hotels, Inc.
Patterson Inn

\l

Giovanni's Spaghetti and
Pizza House

\l

Fifth Third Bank

\l

Danis Property Management
Company, Inc.

\l

Angles, Norris, & Shade
Agency, Inc.

TRAINING CLINIC

For individuals who did not run,
there was a training clinic presented
by Bob Schul, former Olympic Gold
medalist in the 1964 Tokyo Olympics
in the 5,000 meters and former
world-record holder for the two-mile
run. His topic was '1raining for
speed."
As a special addition to the race
event
weekend,
the
Alumni
Association also hosted Schul at a
reception Friday evening in which he
spoke candidly about his Olympic
experience.~

Dave Lee crossing the finish line.
Dave won in the Alumni Division
and placed fifth overall.
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Golf outing sponsors

Bolinga Banquet

Jim Dock accepts the Award for Outstanding Dedicated Support of the Bolinga Cultural
Center on behalf of the Alumni Association at the May 4 banquet.

Coming next

.
issue-

Pictured from left to right are: Harry Mayo, Jr., Foundation Board of Trustees; Bill Dwyer
of Maxima Corporation; Lillian Johnson, Bolinga Center assistant director; Wendy
Johnson, banquet emcee ; Jim Dock; Frank Dobson, director of the Bolinga Center, and
Paige Mulhollan, President of Wright State University.

Nutter Center Update

Just the FAX ...

V

Lake Campus Feature

V

Sports Season Preview

V

Featured Alumni

The Business Alumni Associates donated a Konica FAX machine to the College of
Business and Administration as a way to say "thank you" for their education at Wright
State and for the support and encouragement they have received from the dean and the
faculty of COBA.
From left to right, Mr. Paul Stoll (B.S.B. Marketing '83), Dean Waldemar Goulet, Mr. A.J.
Harger (8.S.B. Marketing '86), Mr. Tom Brackey (B.S.B. Finance '84), Mr. Doug Peters
(B.S. Chemistry '82), and Ms. Roxanne Edwards (B.S.B. Marketing '86).
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~lumnotes
Class of 1968

Class of 1973

Thomas R. Harruff (8.S.B.
Management; M.B.A . Finance '74)
is director of tactical engines at
the Aeronautical Systems Division
of WPAFB. He received the AFLC
Executive Logistics Management
Award in 1989 from the Air Force
Association for his contributions
to USAF engine acquisitions.

Gerald R. Martin (M .B.A .
Finance) is senior vice president
of corporate finance for HilliardLyons, Inc. He is vice chairman of
the Louisville (KY) Board of
Housing Authority and president
of Louisville Housing Services,
Inc., a non- profit corporation providing housing to the poor.

Margaret (Roberts) Vent
(B .S.Ed. Elementary Education) is
a collections- insurance manager
for Mark T. Bentley, DDS, Inc.
Margaret and her two children are
currently attending WSU together.

Class of 1969
Mike Brigner (B.A. Political
Science) was recently sworn in as
a member of the Montgomery
County Board of Elections and
began his four-year term March 1.
Peter E. Connolly (B.S.B.
Financial Administration) is senior
vice president of NBD Woodfield
Bank in Itasca, IL.

Class of 1970
Stephen P. Donovan (B.S.B.
Accountancy) has been promoted
to vice president and deputy general auditor of the Society
Management Company in Toledo.
Rick Frederick (B.S .Ed.
Secondary Education) was
recently elected president of the
Kentucky Nurserymen's
Association. He is manager of
Ammon Landscape Supply and
lives in Burlington, KY.

Class of 1971
Stephen W. Behm (B.S.B.
Marketing) has been named senior credit collections officer of
Bank One , Dayton .

Class of 1972
Stephen C. Brown (B.S.B.
Management) is a manager of
training and recruitment for the
Motorola Corporation in Chandler,
AZ.
Douglas E. Harnish (B.S.B.
Management; M.B.A.
Management '75) has been
named assistant vice president of
Bank One, Dayton.
Jeffrey A. Weaver (B.S.B.
Accountancy) is a general
accountant for the Hearing
Centers of America in St.
Petersburg, FL.
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Carolyn B. Morgan (M.S.
Mathematics) has been elected
secretary/treasurer of the
American Statistical Association's
Section on Physical and
Engineering Sciences. She is a
statistician for the GE Research
and Development Center in
Schenectady, NY.
Rebecca W. Qulnten (B.S .Ed.
Secondary Education) is a manager of the Information Center for
Carlson Research Company.

Class of 1974
Adeline I. Dreesman (M.S.
Biological Sciences) is technical
director for IT Analytical Services
in San Jose, CA.
Elizabeth (Garber) Humphreys
(B.S.Ed. Elementary Education;
M. Ed. Administrative Specialist
'80) is a teacher for severe
behaviorally handicapped children for Wilmington City Schools.
She and her husband recently
celebrated their 45th anniversary.
Theresa C. Kemmann (8.S.Ed.
Elementary Education ; M.Ed.
Education Leadership '89) is an
elementary teacher at Holy
Rosary School. She is pursuing
certification for principalship.
Allee C. McDaniel (B.S .M.T.) is a
medical technologist at the Emory
Medical Center and lives in
Lilburn, GA.
Sue A. Michael (M.Ed.
Classroom Teacher) was listed in
the 1988 Who's Who in American
Education. She is a learning disability teacher for Trotwood
Madison City Schools.

Bernard Lee Moorman (B .S.B.
Management) is a marketing
manager for Lomanco, Inc., and
lives in Harrisburg, NC.
Richard A. Nordquest (B .S.B.
Management; M.B.A.
Management '78) and wife Holly
Nordquest (B.S.Ed. Secondary
Education '78) are still on the run ,
swim , and bike course. Both are
triathletes, individuals who compete in one of sport's most grueling tests of endurance , a
combination of running, swimming, and bicycle racing in one
event. Richard just completed his
fifth lronman Triathlon, which
brings together the world's top triathletes in Hawaii. Both have won
triathlons in their age groups.
When they are not working out,
Richard is vice president of operations, DVI Division of Eli Lily and
Hoity is an English teacher/WASC
Coordinator in San Deguito
Schools.
David H. Ulm (B.S . B.
Accountancy) is manager of corporate performance of the Salt
River Project and recently
received the general manager's
award for excellence. He also
was elected chairperson of the
American Public Power
Association's Performance
Management Committee .

Class of 1975
Thomas C. Lehmkuhl (B.S.B.
Finance) is a national bank examiner for the Comptroller of the
Currency and lives in Cleveland.
James S. Sprouse Ill (B.S .B.
Business Science) is president of
Geisinger Medical Management
Corporation and lives in
Lewisburg, PA. He also teaches
in the graduate school of Health
Policy and Administration at
Pennsylvania State University.

Class of 1976
Lori S. Botkin (B.S. Psychology)
is director of admissions at
Urbana University.
Nancy L Smith (B.S.Ed.
Elementary Education) is a special education teacher in the
Comprehensive Development
Center and is in the 1988-90
Who's Who in Education.
William R. Wilson (B.A. Political
Science) is a branch manager for
Weldco Inc.

Mary Jo (Buben) Zurey (B.S.
Biological Sciences), a lieutenant
commander in the U.S. Navy,
received her master's degree in
operation analysis from Naval
Postgraduate School and is
stationed in Bermuda.

Class of 1977
Delores L. Baughman (B.A.
Social Work; M.S. Counseling
'89) is an adjunct instructor this
summer in the WSU School of
Social Work. She is a medical
social worker at Grandview
Hospital.
Gary S. Girten (8.S.B.
Accountancy) is a field manager
for the Office of Thrift Supervision
in Middletown.
Marquess R. Thaman (B.S.B.
Quantitative Business Analysis) is
executive vice president of marketing research for Marketing
Research Services in Cincinnati.

Class of 1978
John P. McDaniel (B.S.B.
Finance '78) is senior vice president of ICF/Naisbitt Group and
lives in Lilburn, GA.
James R. Connor (M.S.
Biological Sciences) was named
the 1990 Outstanding Junior
Investigator by the Samuel Hinkle
Society at the Hershey Medical
Center of Pennsylvania State
University, where he is an assistant professor of Anatomy .

Class of 1979
Janice C. Beckett (B.S .B.
Accountancy) is procurement
analyst for WPAFB.
Douglas A. Elmer (B.S. Human
Factors Engineering ) is a product
planner for IBM in Austin, TX.
Marianne Fisher Glorlando
(B.A. Sociology) is assistant professor of criminal justice at
Grambling State University; she
received her doctorate from The
Ohio State University in 1987.
Nancy C. Mullins (M.Mus. Music
Education) is active in the Dayton
Philharmonic Orchestra and
Dayton Opera Orchestra; she was
nominated president elect of the
Ohio chapter of the N.S.O.A. and
is listed in Who's Who in the
Midwest. She is a music teacher
for Vandalia-Butler City Schools.
Joseph R. Schnelder (B.S.B.
Accountancy) is a revenue
accountant for TransAmerican
Natural Gas Corporation and lives
in Spring, TX.

~lumnotes
E. Susan Stout (B.S.B.
Accountancy) is an IRS agent in
Reynoldsburg.

Class of 1980
Paul T. Bohannon (B.S.
Chemistry) is a chemist at
Monsanto.
Craig A. Hall (B.S. B. Marketing)
is district manager of LIFT- TECH
International.
Stephen Richard Hampton
(B.Mus. Music Theory) is a staff
composer for Admusic, living in
Burbank, CA. He is involved with
commercial scoring/production for
network and cable television .
Ralph A. Nehrenz (B.S.B.
Accountancy) is special projects
manager of Protectoseal
Company in suburban Chicago.
Adrienne M. Rexroad (B.A.
Communications/History) is operations research analysts at
WPAFB. She is secretary of
chamber music in Yellow springs,
and a board member of the
Dayton Philharmonic Chorus.
Cheryl A. Skipper (B.S.
Computer Engineering ; M.S.C.E.
'88) is an electronics engineer at
WPAFB.
Michael R. Tutterow (B.S.Ed.
Secondary Education) is pastor of
Mars Hills Baptist Church, living in
Mars Hill, NC. He received a
Masters of Divinity in 1989.
Victor M. Watson (B.A.
Psychology) is district business
manager for the Sears
Corporation.
Susan L. Wilson (M.B.A.
Finance) is a contract negotiator
for the U.S. Air Force at WPAFB.

Class of 1981
Diane E. Altevers (B.A.
Psychology; M.R.C. Severely
Disabled '83) is assistant administrator at All-Phase Electric in
Okeana.
Betty Ann Franks (B.S.
Computer Science) is a computer
analyst for Mead Data Central.
Cathy G. Hall (B.S.N. Nursing) is
trauma nurse coordinator for
Miami Valley Hospital.
Peter H. Jones (B.A.
Psychology) is a human factors
engineer for TASC and is completing his master's degree at the
University of Dayton.

Ruth Maus (M.B.A.
Accountancy) was recently
appointed supervisor of pricing
and sales records at Armco Steel
Company.
Michael A. Patton (M.B.A.
Management) is owner of Patton
& Associates in Delphos.
Chris A. Peeples (M .B.A.
Finance) employed by the city of
Troy, Ohio as an auditor.

Class of 1982
Byron P. Balley (B.S.
Environmental Health) was
recently accepted to The Johns
Hopkins University School of
Hygiene and Public Health. He is
a commissioned officer serving
as the injury prevention specialist
for the California Area Office of
the U.S. Public Health Service/
Indian Health Service in
Sacramento, CA.
Robert J. Blommel (B.S.B.
Accountancy) has been named
senior trust office of Bank One,
Dayton.
Rodney J. Couts (B.S.B
Accountancy) is a controller for
National Vehicle Leasing
Association and lives in Santa
Monica, CA.
Diane N. DeNlcola (M.Mus.
Music Education) is the elementary music education specialist at
Troy State University in Alabama.
She is public relations chairperson of the Alabama Music
Education Association.
Sandra L. Howland (B.S.B.
Accountancy) is director of corporate accounting for
Comprehensive Additions
Programs in Burke, VA.
Sharon G. Hurley-Short (B.A.
English) is applications specialist
at Mead Data Central.
Gerald E. Mote (B.S.B.
Marketing) is director of development for the Eye and Ear Institute
of Pittsburgh.
Cheryl L. Peeples (B.S.Ed.
Elementary Education) teaches in
Tipp City.
Howard S. Ruben (B.S.
Psychology) is chief executive
officer/president of Lower
Towamensing Cemetery
Association in Pennsylvania. He
was elected president of the
Carbon County Kiwanis.

Rich Wegmann (M.B.A. Finance)
is chairman/chief executive officer
of Digital Concepts, Inc .. a company he founded in 1984.

Class of 1983
Laura J. Giles (B.S.B. Finance)
was promoted to manager of
Society Bank's Dayton residential
mortgage lending operation.
Kimberly Jo Baker-Kelley (B.S.
Biological Sciences) received her
M. B.A. from Miami University of
Ohio in December 1989.
Jeffrey G. Haughey (B.S.
Biomedical Engineering) is an
engineer, specializing in design
and development, for Raytheon in
Tennessee.
Juliette Jandel (M.A. English)
works as a technical/marketing
publications director.
Beth Martin (B.S.B.
Management) is account
manager for the Pepsi Company
and recently obtained her license
as a medical massage therapist.
Karen Poe (B.S.B. Marketing) is
marketing manager for Great
American Insurance Company.
Cynthia M. Van Nlman (M.A.T.)
is a third year-medical student at
WSU and lives in Cincinnati; she
has two children, Catherine, 8,
and Stephanie, 7.

Class of 1984
Donna Mccowan Chadwick
(B.F.A. Theatre Arts Management;
M. B.A. Accountancy '86) teaches
accounting at WSU.
Margaret A. Houston (B.S.B.
Finance; M.B.A. Accountancy '85)
has become a certified management accountant. She is an
instructor in the Department of
Accounting at WSU.
Robert J. Klarqulst (B.S.
Electrical Systems Engineering) is
employed by WPAFB as an electrical engineer.
Jacqueline C. Mutschler (B.S.
Geology) is a geophysicist for
British Petroleum in Houston.
Tina M. Thomas (8.S.B.
Marketing/Management) is a
training and network specialist at
Logistics Techniques Inc.
Douglas M. Wiiie (B.S. Geology)
is a geophysicist for Chevron in
Houston.

Class of 1985
Lisa Beutel (B.S.B.
Accountancy) has been appointed controller at WONE/WTUE
radio station in Dayton .
Keith B. Bowman (B.S.
Mechanical Systems
Engineering; M.S. Systems
Engineering '88) is an aerospace
engineer in WRDC/FIBA at
WPAFB and also an adjunct
faculty member at WSU .
Robert Allen Chadwick (B. Mus.
Music Education) is a realtor for
Coldwell Banker and lives in
Dayton.
Diane Y. Dempsey (B.S.N.) is a
Registered Nurse at Miami Valley
Hospital.
Dorothy June DeHart (B.A.
Music) is a shipment clerk in the
aircraft tire shop at WPAFB; in
her spare time, she plays for
dances at VFWs, American
Legions, and nightclubs.
Christopher J. Hightower (M.S.
Physiology) is president and CEO
of Hightower Investments, Inc.,
and lives in Barrington, RI.
Amy M. Powell (B.S.B.
Accountancy/Finance) is a senior
financial analyst for Mercy
Medical Center in Springfield.
Patricia L Ritzier (8.S.B.
Accountancy/Finance) is a certified management accountant.
Mark R. Warren (B.S.Electrical
Systems Engineering) is an optical engineer for Questech Inc.

Class of 1986
Patrick R. Booher, Jr. (B.A.
Political Science/Modern
Languages) is special assistant to
the Assistant Secretary in the
U.S. Department of Energy in
Arlington, VA.
Robyn Ritchey Crawford (B.S.
Psychology) is a research psychologist for Logicon Technical
Services, Inc.
Steven L. Dixon (8.S.
Chemistry) is a graduate
assistant in the Department of
Chemistry, Pennsylvania State
University.
J. Chris Kotsko (8.S.
Environmental Health Sciences)
is an environmental engineer for
the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency in Dayton.

Andrew Lee Walsh (B.S.B.
Accountancy) is a senior
manager at Ernst and Young.
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IJ. lumnotes
Brian K. Lewis (B.A.
Communication) is a sales representative for Marion Merrell- Dow
and lives in Erie , PA .
C. Grant Simmons (B.S .
Mathematics) is a biostatistician 11
at Ciba- Geigy Pharmaceuticals in
Edison , NJ.
Ronald 0. Smith (B.S .B.
Accountancy/Finance) has joined
the Huntington National Bank as
an assistant vice president in
corporate banking.
June M. Taylor (B.S .B.
Management; M.S. Logistics
Management '88) is the
Installation Mobility Officer at
Robins Air Force Base in
Georgia; he recently passed the
Certified Professional Logistician
examination of the Society of
Logistics Engineers and was also
appointed vice president for
education of the Robins AFB
SOLE chapter.
Cathy H. Warren (B.S. Computer
Science) is systems analyst for
Logistics Technique Inc.
Barbara E. Weber (B.A.
Organizational Communications)
is customer relations manager at
Fluor Daniel Inc. and also teaches
part- time at the University of
Dayton.

Class of 1987
Samuel C. Bailey (B.S.B.
Marketing/Management) is marketing coordinator for Domino's
Pizza and lives in Vandalia.
Erin C. Baxter-Smith (B.S.B.
Marketing) is a program analyst
for the U.S. Air Force.
Regina Bier-Kotsko (B.A.
Anthropology) is assistant athletic
director for Dayton.
Lisa A. Bowman (B.S.Ed.
Elementary Education) is a
Customer Relations Consultant,
EDS.
William L. Gwathney (B.S.B.
Management) was promoted to
supervisor of pump assembly at
Ovriron .
David J. Iden, Jr. (B.S.B.
Management) is a distribution
supervisor for Ryder Distribution
Resources in Frankfort, KY.
Karen D. Kirk (8.S.
Rehabilitation Education) is a
crisis intervention specialist for
the Mental Health Resources
Corporation.
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Christina Lynn Morris-O'Brien
(B.S .N.) works at Holy Cross
Hospital in Waldorf, MD
Scott A. Mullins (8.S B.
Finance) employed by Reynolds
and Reynolds works as a lease/
credit administrator.
Cynthia J. (Eve) Schlvone (8.S.
Rehabilitation Education) is
attending Wright State in
Business & Industrial Counseling.
Lois A. (Warburg) Sterwerf
(B.S.8 . Marketing) is a letter
carrier for the U.S. Post Office in
Westwood.

Class of 1988
Martha M. Albright (B.A.
Organizational Communication)
has been named chief administrator at Englewood Manor, Inc.
Terry L. Amerine (B.S.B.
Financial Services) is a credit
analyst for FL Aerospace and
lives in West Carrollton. She will
be listed in the 1990 Who's Who
in the Midwest.
William S. Berry (B.S.B.
Marketing) is a manager for the
Kroger Company and has run
three marathons in Chicago.
David A. Bertke (8.S.B.
Accountancy/Finance) is a stock
handler for Crown Equipment
Corporation .
Paul Biermann (B.A. Art) was
made head of Copp Systems'
designing/drafting department.
Jennifer B. Biiiing (B.Mus Music
Education) is an elementary
music teacher for Sidney City
Schools and lives in Anna. She is
also a piano instructor, youth
chair director, and church
organist.
Sandra K. Brewer (B.S.B.
Finance) is a business analyst for
DP & L.
John F. Bramlage (B.S.B.
Marketing) is sales representative
for Zellerback-A Mead Company
in Auburn Hills.
Jeff S. Brumbaugh (B.S.Ed.
Secondary Education) works in
sales for Concord Foods.
Bala R. Chetty (8.S.E. Electrical
Engineering) was recently
inducted into the Automotive Hall
of Fame, located on the campus
of the Northwood Institute in
Midland, Maryland.

Eric E. Crawford (M.A. Applied
Behavioral Science) is an engineering psychologist for the U.S .
Air Force.

Kathy A. Herold (M.S.
Counseling and Guidance) is a
family therapist at St. Rita's
Medical Center in Lima.

Joseph R. Culp (B.A. Computer
Science) is a software engineer at
BDM International.

Jeanette Filbrun Howell (B.Mus.
Music Education) is vocal music
director of the Vandalia- Butler
Board of Education and also
music director for the First
Unitarian Church of Dayton .

Sherri K. Cutlip (B.S.8. Financial
Services) is a budget analyst at
WPAFB.
Daniel S. Dakin (B.A.
Psychology) is co-manager for
the Kroger Company in Dayton .
Rhonda S. Elifritz (8.S.8.
Accountancy/Finance) is an
auditor for Deloitte & Touche .
James L. Etkins (B.S.B.
Management) is a management
analyst at WPAFB and lives in
Beavercreek.
Daniel J. Fehrenback (B.S .B.
Accountancy) is an auditor for
Deloitte & Touche.
Mark A. Foster (B.A.
Psychology) is a Registered
Nurse at Grandview Hospital.
John R. Fudge, Jr. (B.S.
Chemistry) is an analyst Ill at the
National Environmental Lab .
Paul Fullenkamp (B.S.B.
Financial Services) is a marketing
representative at John Hancock
Financial Services.
Michael H. Gannon (8.S.B.
Accountancy/Finance) is a
financial specialist at NCR
Corporation. His wife, Betsy L.
Bittner Gannon (B.S.Ed.
Elementary Education '87), is a
teacher in the Bethel Schools.
Tony M. Ganote (B.S. Computer
Science) is a system manager for
the Atlantic Research Corporation
atWPAFB.
Evelyn I. Granger (B.A. Social
Work) is a social worker and case
manager for Catholic Social
Services in Troy.
Kathy L. Griffiths (8.S .
Rehabilitation) is a correction specialist for INTERVENTION and
lives in the Littleton, CO area.
Spencer J. Hall (B.A. Urban
Affairs) is working in Beavercreek
as a zoning administrator.
Larry L Hart (B.S. Systems
Engineering) is an electrical
engineer for the U.S. Army's
Information Systems Engineering
Command in Arizona.

Michael T. lnderrleden (B.S.E.
Human Factors Engineering) is a
human factors engineer for NCR
and lives in Tucker, GA.
Brian K. Jones (B.S.B.
Marketing) is business
representative tor the Dayton
Power & Light Company.
Sadao Kanezaki (M .B.A.
Management) is a system consul tant at BBS, Osaka, Japan.
James A. Kastle (B.S.B.
Marketing'Finance) is a U.S. Navy
Intelligence Officer.
Philip John Kerly (8.S.
Computer Science) received an
M.S. in computer information
systems from the University of
Delaware.
Elaine A. Ktarqulst (B.S.
Biological Sciences) resides in
Beavercreek and is a lab analyst
at Ecolotec.
Douglas J. Koogler (B.S.B.
Financial Services) is financial
consultant for Shearson, Lehman
Hutton in Xenia.
John K. Kosina (B.S.E.
Mechanical Systems
Engineering) is an ensign in the
U.S. Navy.
Steven L. Lusk (B.S.
Psychology) is a human fact9rs
psychologist for Logicon
Technical Services, Inc.
Susan J. McAllister (B.S.
Rehabilitation) recently received
a Masters in Rehabilitation
Counseling: Severely Disabled
program at WSU; she is a
rehabilitation counselor at Miami
Valley Hospital.
Brian D. Moore ( B.A. English)
employed by Data Services
Division as a proofreader.
David B. O'Qulnn (8.S.
Computer Science) is employed
by llT Research Institute as a
computer programmer/analyst.

~lumnotes
Nicole R. (Baker) O'Qulnn (B.A.
Social and Industrial
Communications) is working at
O'Neil Associates, Inc. as a
logistics analyst.
Garry W. Rutledge (B.S.B.
Financial Services) is working at
Variable Annuity Life Company in
Trenton, Ohio, as a account
representative.
Tracy A. Sandy (B.A. English) is
a manager of the cosmetics
department of Elder Beerman.
Joseph M. Schlvong (B.S.B.
Accountancy/Finance), an associate at Coopers & Lybrand, is
completing requirements for his
CPA.
George T. Skipper (M.B.A.
Management Science) is a program manager at ASK/VIB
WPAFB.

Kristen Kim Barthelemy (B.S.
Human Factors Engineering) is
an lndustriaVHuman Factors
Engineer Cockpit Integration
Directorate at WPAFB; recently
promoted to a GS-09.

Theresa (Pace) Dixon (B.S.E.
Electrical Systems Engineering) is
a graduate assistant in the
Department of Electrical
Engineering, Pennsylvania State
University.

Donna J. Bohannon (B.S.
Environmental Health Sciences)
works at WPAFB as a
environmental scientist.

Cheryl L. Eresman (B.S.
Psychology) is a counselor at the
Upper Valley Medical Center/
Weight Control for Life.

Randall M. Brown (B.S.
Electrical Systems Engineering) is
an associate engineer at Dayton
Power & Light Company.

Deborah J. Floyd (M.A. English)
is a teacher at Cathedral High
School. She is living in Amherst,
Massachusetts.

Rob Campbell (B.S.B.
Management) is a specialist in
vendor consignments for General
Electric Aircraft Engines and lives
in West Chester.

Shella M. Garber (B.S.B.
Marketing) is staff assistant to
Congressman Stan Parris and
lives in Alexandria, VA.

Julie A. Cassiday (B.S.N.) is a
primary nurse at the Miami Valley
Hospital.

Sandra L. Walsh (M.B.A.
Finance) works at Electronic Data
Systems in Dayton.

David L. Clark (B.A.
Communications) is sports editor
at Times Publications.

Brian J. West (B.S.B.
Management Information
Systems) is technical support
representative at CompuServe.

Douglas W. Cooper (B.S.Ed.
Secondary Education) teaches
Social Studies in the Jefferson
Township Local Schools.

Christopher S. Whitehead
(B.S.B. Finance) is legislative
assistant for Congressman
Traficant in Washington, D.C.

Melinda M. Cooper (B.S.Ed.
Secondary Education) teaches
computer science for the New
Lebanon Local Schools.

Mitchell W. Wiiiiams (B.S.B.
Marketing) is hotel auditor of
Holiday Inn Dayton N.W.

Pamela Proeschel Davis (B.A.
Organizational Communication) is
special program coordinator of
Student Activities at WSU.

Alan E. Wolters (A.A. Business
and Administration) plans to complete his B.S.B. in Accountancy
from WSU in December 1990.
Teresa B. (Houston) Woods
(B.S. Rehabilitation Education) is
working for Eastway CorporationEastco as a supported employment specialist.
Jeanie L. Zsambok (B.S.
Psychology) is a graduate student
at The Ohio State University.

Joseph E. Dempsey (B.S.B.
Finance) is a personal financial
planner for I OS Financial Services
and a registered representative of
the National Association of
Securities Dealers.

Robert E. Goubeaux (B.S.
Biological Sciences) is attending
the University of Osteopathic
Medicine and Health Sciences in
Des Moines, Iowa.
Regina M. Groeber (B.A. Political
Science) is business manager at
WIZE Great Trails Broadcasting.
Noreen E. Hall (B.S.B.
Accountancy/Finance) is an auditor for Battell & Battell, CPA.
Paula Lynn (Holland) Hermann
(B.A. Organizational
Communications) is public relations and publications assistant
for the Children's Museum in
Indianapolis.

LI••
Davia Jackson (B.S.Ed.
Elementary Education)

runs her
own day care center in Cincinnati.

Shirley Bell Jeffers (B.A.
Psychology) is a pool therapist at
Eastway Corporation and is doing
graduate study in social work at
the University of Cincinnati.

Bengals Weekend

Class of 1989
Robin Anne Atwood (B.F .A. Art)
is a photographic services coordinator for Centric communications.

Kenneth C. Kothman (M.S.
Counseling) is an operating
engineer at IMS in the Dayton
area.
Timothy J. Kresse (B.A.
Philosophy) received a scholarship to pursue a master's degree
in philosophy at Ohio University.
C. Pat McClelland (B.F.A. Art)
after completing his degree in
painting and printmaking, is a
studio staff member at the Dayton
Art Institute. An exhibiting painter
and designer-craftsman, he
divides his time between painting
and his organ design and
construction shop.
Brian E. Melville (M.A. Applied
Behavioral Science) is an
engineer with CTA, Incorporated
and lives in Denver.
Sarada (Ravlpatl) Moturu (M.S.
Physics) recently presented a
paper at the SPIE international
conference. She resides in North
Plainfield, NJ.
Ann F. Murray (B.S. Biological
Sciences) is attending WSU
School of Medicine while she
works in the Fordham Health
Sciences Library as a student
accountant.
Karin Smith Thacker (B.S.N.)
works in the Miami Valley
Hospital as a staff nurse in
Oncology. Her husband, Timothy
(B.S.B. Marketing) graduated
from WSU last December.
Carol A. Mustard (A.A.B.
Business Management
Technology) is the owner/
manager of Swifty Print.
Jerry L. Price (A.A.S. Electronics
Technology) is a switchworker at
GTE.
Cathy A. Price (B.A. Psychology)
is a counselor at Van Wert Drug &
Alcohol Center.

Uza Cave Richard (B.S.Ed.
Elementary Education) as a substitute teacher in the Mad RiverGreene Local School System.

Rev. Mark R. Babb (B.Mus.
Music Education) is pastor of Red
Lion United Methodist Church in
Franklin.
Marcy K. Bare (B.S.B.
Accountancy/Spanish) is a staff
accountant at Dohner, Louis &
Stephens. In November 1989,
she passed the CPA exam on the
firsttry.

Bobby E. Jones (B.S.B.
Accountancy/Finance) is controller for Cofab of America.

Woody G. Wilson (B.S.B.
Financial Services/Marketing) is
Metro Manager at Huffy's Service
First.

November 3 & 4

Jerri D. Zerhusen (M.S. Nursing)
recently joined the Army Reserve
Nurse Corps and entered the
doctoral program in nursing at the
University of Cincinnati.
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Calendar of Events
'Y An Evening with Dave Brubeck

September 22 , 8 pm, Physical Education Building
The opening event of the 1990- 91 WSU Artist Series
features the premier jazz of Dave Brubeck and his
three sidemen . Season subscribers will receive prime
seating for this event; to order your season tickets for
the series of three or six events , call 513- 873- 2900 .
Individual tickets for this event will go on sale Aug . 27.

T Women's Volleyball (Home Games)
September 7-8
September 18
September 21
September 25
October 6
October 16
October 19
October 25
October 27

Wright State Classic
Butler
Southwest Missouri State
Bowling Green
Northern Illinois
Xavier
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Miami (Ohio)
Depaul

7pm
7pm
7pm
7pm
7pm
7pm
7pm
7pm

T Men's Soccer (Home Games)
T Summer Camps

July 9-13
July 15-19
July 22-27
July 29-August 12

Diving, Soccer, Baseball Ill
Volleyball I
Soccer
Volleyball

T 5th of July, Festival Playhouse Theatre
October 11-14, 18-21
8 pm Thursdays-Saturdays, 3 pm Sundays
Box Office: 513-873-2500
T Special Alumni Events
Green & Gold Challenge Polo Match
2 pm, September 16
Reds Weekend, July 21and22 SOLD OUT
Bengals Weekend, November 3-4
Look for information in your mail in September.
Cleveland Browns/North Coast Basketball
lnvltatlonal, November 24-25
Details to be announced soon.

Wright State
University
Alumni Association
Dayton, Ohio 45435

August 18
September 1-2
September 1
September 2
September 7
September 12
September 15
September 16
September 22
October 1o
October 16
October 20
October 21
October 31

Green-Gold Scrimmage
Diadora Kickoff Classic
Xavier
University of Cincinnati
Evansville
Wilmington
Richmond
Air Force
Louisville
Marshall
Cleveland State
Bradley
Valparaiso
Ohio State

2pm
2pm
2pm
5pm
3pm
2pm
2pm
1 pm
3pm
4pm
3:30 pm
1 pm
3pm

'Y Women's Soccer (Home Games)
September 3
September 22
September 26
September 30
October 6
October 12
October 14
October 24

Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Louisville
Siena Heights
Monmouth
Tulsa
Radford
North Carolina
Xavier

1 pm
3pm
Spm
Noon
2pm
4pm
1 pm
4pm

